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In general, I think this paper touches upon a very interesting topic. Using plant communities to assess the soil quality. It can potentially be a very useful study and should be published after thorough editing.

In its current form, the paper cannot be published in a high ranked journal like Solid Earth. The paper needs substantial English editing for one. Many of the phrases you use are ‘talking’ English (e.g. a lot of studies....., there is about this and this much...., spontaneous plants??, you made an attempt....., there are ‘some’ PTFs??, it is no wonder that....). Try to use scientific language. But also the structure of the paper is not well developed. There is no conclusion section, which is essential for any paper. There is a lot of very basic info in the paper (the van Genuchten equation, the RSME equation, explanation on what is field capacity). In the result section, you have a list of extended figure captions. I think this should be changed into a continuous story, in which you refer to your figures and tables in brackets to illustrate your story. Many concepts are not well explained before introduced. You talk about ‘components’ of the ecosystem: define.

detailed comments: page 10: explain why sample 5 is so important page 10: You mention a Brazilian database: why, put into context. Now falls from the sky page 13: why this footnote? The info in it should be in the study areas description. page 14: much of what is in the discussion should be in your result section. All reference to when and where the plants were growing for instance last paragraph in discussion: fine... but what can you now say we learned from this study?? I think the major benefit of the study is not indicated clearly, neither in the objectives as well as in the end of the paper. The discussion should also focus more on putting this study in context of other studies in the introduction the benefit, the potential of the study should be clearly stated. Why do we need this?? What will it bring us?? Please also check the following reference and use them in your manuscript:


Tables: reduce the number of tables. In the text, not everywhere clear what the tables bring as info. Describe better in the text figures: reduce the number of figures: now 12 figs for this short paper. Too many. figure 1 and 2 have no legend. Also the captions
shoud be more descriptive. Figure 4: font too small. cannot read. merge figures 5, 6, 7, 8. or omit some. figure 10: remove gridding (make all graphs in the same format). figure 12: not clear what we see here. also here make in same layout as all other ones
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